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1. DRAFT REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE TO THE 
SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (unnumbered workkgpaper) 
(continuation) 

General Review of the Programme and Budget (continuation) 

Resuming discussion of the insertion suggested by Dr. Villarama and amended 

by Dr
#
 Brady, the CHAIRMAN read out the following draft for inclusion in 

paragraph 11 of the report
9
 in the section headed "General Review of the 

Programme and Budget"g 

"The committee wishes to stress again the principle that all international 
health programmes should be so designed as to strengthen the national 
health services of co-operating governments, and that such programmes 
within countries should therefore be the direct administrative concern 
of national health administrations." 

Dr. Villarama having accepted the draft, the CHAIRMAN suggested that the 

Rapporteur should be asked to embody it in the final report. 

It was so agreed. 

Considerations on proposed Technical Assistance Programme (continuation) 

Resuming the morning
T

s discussion of a text to be added after paragraph 51, 

the CHAIRMAN read the following revised draft which had been prepared in the 

interval： 

The committee nevertheless believes that there still exists the 
problem of making available certain necessary health and medical 
supplies under circumstances in which the necessary technical services 
are available in the country and only supplies or equipment are 
required from an external source to carry out a desirable project of 
technical assistance for economic development. The committee under-
stands that the considerations decided by TAB for the guidance of 
participating organizations in such matters do not permit provision 
of such supplies and equipment. 
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The committee therefore suggests that the Executive Board may wish 
to ask the Director-General to consider submitting to the TAB for consider-
ation certain project proposals which include complete plans for the 
technical services, supplies, equipment, etc* required, with the requirements 
for the project in so far as possible met within the country, and only the 
equipment and supplies not available in the country and which are an integral 
part of the project of technical assistance provided from technical 
assistance funds. 

Dr. van den BERG suggested the deletion of the words "and medical" fioin the 

second l i ne , as they appeared to be redundant. 

• 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the deletion of the second sentence, on the ground 

that i t was unnecessary and repet i t ive. 

Mr. LINDSAY proposed an insertion in the penultimate line, so that the text 

would read "...not available in or obtainable by the country....'
1 

The text was accepted, subject to the three amendments proposed. 

Considerations on the Proposed UNICEF Programme (continuation) 

Mr. SIEGEL, Secretary, suggested that the title should be amended to read 

"Considerations on the proposed TNHO/UNICEF programme". 

In response to a request by the CHAIRMAN for clarification of a matter 

raised during the previous meeting, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he wished to suggest 

that his statement on the position and responsibi l i t ies of "WHO in relat ion to 

other international agencies working in the field of health should be adapted for 

inclusion in the final report of the Standing Committee. 

Dr. BRADY expressed the view that the historical summary in the statement 

indicat ing WHO's role as the world co-ordinating authority in health matters was 

unnecessarily lengthy. The point did not need arguing and a simple statement 

would be more effective. 
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Dr. van den BERG was not prepared to go through the entire statement to adapt 

it for inclusion in the comittee 's report, and thought that, in the circumstances, 

the Director-General mi^ht agree that it should be annexed to the report as it wae« 

The.DIKECTOR-ŒNERAL suggested that both proposals should be adopted and that 
» 

a short statement shoi^d be added to the report, while his own longer statement 
I . ' 

could be included in the minutes of the meeting (see ünnex 

It was so agreed, the Rapporteur being requested to draw up the short text 

for inclusion in the report, before paragraph 46. 

The SECRETARY indicated certain miner amendments which would have to be made 

in paragraph 48, to make it accord with the new text to be included. 

...、 • . 

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, the SECRETART said he hoped to have 

the final, text of the report ready for distribution to all members of the Executive 

Board on Thursday morning, 25 January 1951. 

The meeting rose at 2,55 p.m. 
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A丽EX 

‘ STATEMENT BY THE BIREOTOH-OKERAL TO ТЦЕ S I D I N G COMMITTEE ON 
ADMINISTRATION .聊 ' F I N A N C E . OK ÏHïï'ЮЗИЮШ-AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF 1Ш0 IN RELATION TO OTJiSP. 'LvTERN^TIONáL AGENCIES WORKING IN 

. THS FIELD 05 HEALTH . . 

In dealing with the section ox its report entitled '¡Considerations on the 
proposed UNICEF programmes" to be found on pages .25) 26 and 2? ；, with specific 
reference to , paragraph 43»‘ and also in dealing with the section of the report 
entitled "Considerations on proposed technical assistance programme"^ith 
specific reference to paragraph 53s 工.should lik¿ to re:nind the committee of the 
various resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the Unitad Nations and the 
Economic. and. Social Council "which deal with, the prcblem of the proliferation and 
overlapping of the programmes c.f the United Nations and tho specialized agencies ：. 
and also the reiterated requests Ъу the General Asseiiîblу to the United Nations 
and specialized agencies to secura' the requisite co-ordination of effort. 

This matter, which haci- .-been the subject of -ccrji;.i.dGrable reference in the 
past, was crystallized by the General Assamblv of tne United Nationô when it 
adopted at its Fourth i>

0
ssion resolution 310 (17)‘dealing with thiá most important 

problem. In the resolution itself, tbs General Assembly drew "tho attention of 
the competent organs of tha United Nations a.nd of the specialised agencies to the 
recoimendations contained, ih the, annex .to re/jolutioh 259(IX) of the Economic 
and Social Council of 9 August 1949> with special attention tc paragraph 2 o f : 
section I relating to ,a greater concent rat i€ïi of e'ffcrt;' and available' resources". 
The annex referred to is the operative part of. the report of

:
 the Co-ordination 

Committee of ECOSOG^ to Cound on page bB of th3 Official' Records of the 
Economic and Social Council,, fourth year, ninth session。 The report deals with the 
question of co-ordination^ and under the healing «Methods of ifrork"

 3
 commences 

with the following statercentj 

• The Committee recognized that the -co-ordination of тгогк programmes 
was the most important as well as the m)st complex aspect of the task 
laid down upon the Council by Articles 63 and 64 of the Charter, and 
further that the manner of approaching thi;i task was not vbí fully 
satisfactory. 

In the social and economic fields^ co-ordio,i.tion is a continuing 
and long-term undertaking of which ths resulte; vil i gradually Ьесоие 
apparent as international organisations become accustomed to working . 
together towards predetermined goals, under the guidance of the Council 
and the General Assembly, In that endeavour the Council and the General 
Assembly will require all possible support frcm governments, particularly 
by the effective co-ordination of their pclxcies at the various 
international meetings..« 

In the report of the eleventh session of the Economic and Social Council 
held in August 1950, (p:ige 103, paragraph 3的）the following statement is included 
under the heading “Programme Co-ordinatiur/' s 

1

 page numbers are those of the unnumbered draft r〒？t 屮 w & G。 d by the committee. 
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On questions of programme oo-ordination the Council at its eleventh 
session, underlined the importance of co-ordinating programmes while 
they were still in the planning stage... 

On page 108 of that report, under the heading "Report of the World Health 
Organization", there is to be found the following statementí 

During the discussion members generally paid tribute to WHO for 
its contribution towards meeting some of the most critical health 
needs of the world and for its realistic and regional approach to 
the world health problems. Approval was particularly given to the 
achievement of the organization in its campaign against epidemic 
diseases, its advisory social services and its training and fellowship 
programme. Favourable comments were also made on the organization's 
capacity for co-operation with other international organizations, in 
particular, its co-operation with UNICÊF in iáproVing'th'e' health of 
children, with FAO on nutrition problems and combating malaria, and 
with UNESCO on the development of primary education.. 

The General Assembly of the United Nations at its last session adopted a 
resolution (document A/C,2 & 3/L.31) which referred to its resolution 310(IV) 
took note of the report of the Economic and Social Council at its eleventh 
!l

S S

]°
n a n d

，
 i n t e r a l i a

，
 u r

g e d "that the efforts which are being made to ensure 
t h

®
 f u l l e s t

 co-ordination of the programmes and activities of the United Nations 
and specialized agencies be vigorously pursued." 

f
 s e s s i o n

/

 o f

 ^ е General Assembly of the United Nations a resolution 
was adopted (document A/l

5
87), in which it requested specialized agencies, inter 

ai^a， to provide in their regular budget documents information concerning the 

郎 i°
T e x p e n d i t u r e o f

 technical assistance funds, as well as other extra-
budgetary funds. 

In considering the implications of all these resolutions, we also were bound 
Г

0

 ,
k e i n t 0

 consideration the provisions of Chapter II of the Constitution, which 
includes as one of the functions of the Organization "to act as the directing and 
co-ordinating authority on international health work"• This is confirmed in 
Article I of the Agreement between the United Nations and the World Health 
Organization, and by resolution WHA3.107 which, inter alia, invited the Director-
G e n i a l "insofar as possible to develop a uniform system of programme and budget 
justification for each project proposed". We had also to bear in mind the 
provisions of resolution EB6R,20 adopted by the Executive Board at its sixth 
session, in.which it established certain main principles and, in particular, 
requested regional schedules indicating as far as possible "field activities 
by countries" 

In formulating our programme and budget estimates for 1952, we were guided 
ry resolution 2 2 2 ( H ) , adopted by the Economic and Social Council at its ninth 
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session, dealing with the expanded programme of technical assistance for economic 
development of under-developed countries, and by the observations and guiding 
principias forming Annex 工 of that resolution, with specific reference to the 
sections dealing with "Co-ordination of Effort" and "Concentration and Economy". 

Under "Co-ordination of Effort" the following paragraphs are included: 

The projects falling within the competence of participating organizations 
to be carried out by them, and the co-ordination of their work should be 
effected with due regard to their constitutions and the relations 
established between them. 

The work undertaken by the participating organizations under the 
expanded, technical assistance programme should be such as to be 
suitable for integration with their normal work. 

Arrangements should be made for requests for assistance within the 
sphere of two or more organizations to be handled jointly by the 
organizations concerned; and there should be co-ordination among the 
participating organizations at the planning level before commitments 
by them are entered into with governments. 

Under "Concentration and Economy" the following is stated! 

Within the wide range of activities envisaged, the participating 
organizations should practise, especially at the initial stages of 
their programmes, co-ordination of effort and economy. The participating 
organizations should also ensure the fullest use of any existing 
facilities. 

In considering the instructions of the Economic and Social Council at its 
ninth session that "the projects falling within the competence of participating 
organizations should be carried out by them, and the co-ordination of their work 
should be effected, with due regard to their constitutions and the relations 
established between them", we were guided by Article I of the Agreement between 
the United Nations and the World Health Organization, which readss 

The United Nations recognizes the World Health Organization as the 

specialized agency responsible for taking such action as may be appropriate 

under its Constitution for the accomplishment of the objectives set forth 

therein. 

We were also guided by the principles governing "the co-operative relationship 
between 1H0, as the United Nations specialized agency recognized as the directing 
and. co-ordinating authority on international health work, and UNICEF, with regard 
both to health programmes approved by the Joint Committee on Health Policy and 
any new health programmes which may be developed for its consideration"， which 
теге adopted by the third session of the Joint Committee on Health Policy, 
UNIGEF/WHO, approved by the Second World Health Assembly in resolution 1ША2.24 and 
reaffirmed, by the Third World Health Assembly in resolution Т,ЧНА3.4б. 
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In my introductory statement to the committee, I have already referred 
to the fact that UNICEF now plays an important role in international health 
activities and that inevitably this lays heavy responsibilities and,require-
ments on the World Health Organization• The functions of both these 
organizations in relation to international health problems have been defined in 
the principles governing the co-operative relationships between the two 
agencies， and part icular ly in paragraphs (b) and (d)， which read? 

The Director-General of the WHO will study and approve plans 
of operations for all health programmes which fall within the 
policy laid down by the JHPC and for which countries may-
request supplies from UNICEF

д
 and 

•UNICEF,s role in health programmes is, in accordance with its charter, 
to furnish, under i t s agreements with governments, the required 
supplies and services, and through its staff to tbserve that the 
principles of the Executive Board are maintaAxied in their utilization.* 

In order to carry out the various instructions referred to above and to 
recognize the position of the World Health Organization as the directing and 
co-ordinating authority on international health work， we have prepared an 
integrated health programme and budget for 1952 indicating the estimated source 
of funds. It is emphasized that this presentation only includes the health 
aspects of UNICEF programmes and does not include any other programmes which that 
organization may wish to implement e It should be understood that this is not 
UNICEF

1

 s budget and it cannot be assumed to prejudge in any way what action 
UNICEF will take, either currently or in the future• 

Before the programme and budget estimates for 1952 were prepared, 
discussions were held with UNICEF at its regional and headquarters offices 
concerning health programmes for iwhich the UNICEF Executive Board had not yet 
made firm allocations. Tentative clearance was obtained concerning tha types 
of programmes for which UNICEF might、at the request of governments and with the 
technical approval of WHO, furnish supplies. During this session of the committee, 
at our invitation, a senior representative of UNICEF headquarters came to Geneva 
and in consultation with regional directors and headquarters staff proposed 
certain adjustments which will be reflected in the printed version of the 
Director-General

1

 s programme and budget for 1952• In agreement with the 
committee and with the representative of UNICEF, amounts indicated in the 
UNICEF column will be printed in different type and^ where they have not yet 
been submitted tù the UNICEF Executive Board for consideration, they will be 
marked with an asterisk. These amounts reflect projects〜íííüííiWHO，at the 
request of governments, hopes to sponsor and for which it is understood 
governments will request supplies and equipment from UNICEF- It is emphasized, 
however, that this 〖presentation should not be considered as all-inclusive nor 
should it be considered that all these projects will be carried out• Each 
individual project nill be subject to careful planning in the field by the 
two organizations, atid also to technical approval by the World Health 
Organization and the' decisions of the UNICEF Executive Board. 
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To summarize, therefore, the main reasons for presenting an 
integrated international health programme in the programme and budget 
for I952 are to carry out the principles contained in resolutions of 
the United Nations General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, 
the Health Assembly and the Executive Board, in the light of Article 2 
of the Constitution of the Organization and Article I of the Agreement 
between the United Nations and the World Health Organization, and to 
indicate to the Executive Board and the Health Assembly the increasing 
technical responsibility which the World Health Organization inevitably 
must continue to assume. 
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10 б:яарт жропт of the stamping committee on administration and f inance t o the 
SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (continuation) 

General Review^of the Programme and Budget (continuation) 

Resuminr； discussion of the insertion suggested by Dr» Villar ama and amended 

by Dr« Brady^ the CHàIIMAN read out the following draft for inclusion in paragraph 

11 of the report, in the section headed "General Review of the Programme and 

Budget": . 

"The Uoîîïïnittee wishes to stress again the principle that all international 
health programmes should be so designed as to strengthen the national health 
services of сcooperating governments, and that such programmes within 
countries should therefore be the direct administrative concern of national 
health administrations•” 

Dro Villarama having accepted the draft, the CHAIRMAN suggested that the 

Rapporteur should be asked to embody it in the final report• 

It was so agreed » 

Considerations on proposed Technical Assistance programme (continuation) 

Resuming the morning*s discussion of a text to be added after paragraph 51, 
ф ‘ 、 

« 

the CHAIRMAN read the following revised draft which had been prepared in the 

intervals -

The Committee nevertheless believes that there still exists the 
problem of making available certain necessary health and medical 
supplies under circimistances in which the necessary technical services 
are available in the country and only supplies or equipment are 
required from an external source to carry out a desirable project of 
technical assistance for economic developments The.Committee under-
stands that the considerations decided by TAB for the guidance of 
participating organizations in such matters do not permit provision • 
of such supplies and equipment. 
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The Committee therefore suggests that the Executive Board may wish to 
ask the Director-General to consider submitting to the TAB for consideration 
certain project proposals which include complete plans for the technical 
services, supplies, equipment, etc, required

д
 with the requirements for the 

project insofar as possible met within the country, and only the equipment 
and supplies not available in the country and which are an integral part of 
the project of technical assistance provided from technical assistance funds о 

Dr. van den BERG suggested the deletion of the words "and medical
ft

 from the 

second line, as they appeared to be redundant• 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the deletion of the second sentence^ oa the ground that 

it was unnecessary and repetitive• 

Mr. LINDSAY proposed an insertion in the penultimate line, so that the text 

would read "
 f
. .not available in or obtainable by the country” ••“ 

The text was accepted, subject to the three amendments proposed. 
* 

Considerations on the proposed UNICEF programme (continuation) 

Mr. SIEGEL, Secretary, suggested that the title should be amended to read 

"Considerations on the proposed WHO/UNIŒF programme". 

In response to a request by the CHAIRMAN for clarification of a matter 

raised during the previous meeting, the DIRECTOR-ŒNERiiL said he wished to suggest 

that his statement on the position and responsibilities of Ш0 in relation to 
i • 

other international agencies working in the field of health should be adapted for 

inclusion in the final report of the Standing Committee. 
- л 

Dr. BR.'HJY expressed the vieyr that the historical summary in the statement 

indicating ШО'э role. as the. world co-ordinating authority in health matters was 

unnecessarily lengthy. The point did not need arguing and a simple statement 

would be more effective. 
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Dr. van den BERG was not prepared to go through the entire statement to adapt 

it for inclusion in the Committee彳s report, and thought that; in the circumstances, 

the Director-General mi^ht agree that it should be annexed to the report as it was
a 

The DIRECTOR-GSNER/iL suggested that bo'&h proposals should be adopted and thai 

a short statement should be added to the report
5
 while his own longer statement 

could be included in the minutes of the meeting (see Annex I)
0 

• * ； . . . - ‘ • - ' 

It was so a greedy the Rapporteur being requested to draw up the short- text 

for inclusion in the report
5
 before paragraph 46c, 

• • . . • r • . . . 

. V ‘ . . . • ' . • 

The SECRETARY indicated certain minor amendments which would have to be made 

in paragraph 48， to make it accord with the new text to be includeda . 

• •• , • 

. I n reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN-, the. SECRETARY said he hoped, t'o have 
. • • • • . . . . . ' 

the final text of the report ready for distribution to all members of the Executive 

Board on Thursday morning, 25 J a n m r y 1951« 

The meeting rose at 2
0
55:口高 
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АШЕХ 

STATEMENT BI THE DIEECTOE-QENEEAL
;
 TO,THE STANDING-COMMITTEE ON . 

ADMINISTEATION. AMD FINANCE
л
 ON THE POSITION АЖ) RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF WHO IN EELATION TO OTHEE ÍNTEENATIONAL .AGENCIES•WOEKING'Ш 
THE FIELD OF HEALTH 

In dealing with the section of its report entitled "Considerations on the 
proposed UNICEF programmes" to be found on pages 25, 26 and 27

1

). with specific 
reference to paragraph 48, and also in dealing with the section of the report 
entitled "Considerations on Proposed Technical Assistance.Programme", vith ‘ 
specific reference to paragraph 53, I should like to remind the committee of the 
various resolutions adopted Ъу the General Assembly of the United. Nations and the 
Economic and Social Council which deal with the problem of the proliferation and 
overlapping of the programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies 
and also the reiterated requests by the General Assembly to the United Nations 

and specialized agencies to secure the requisite co-ordination of effort. 

. •‘ ‘ 

This matter, vhich had been the subject of considerable reference in the 
past， was crystallized by the General Assembly of the United Nations, when it 
adopted at its Fourth Session resolution 310(17") dealing with this most important 
problem. In the resolution itself, the General Assembly drev "the attention of 
the competent organs of the United Nations and•of the-specialized agencies to the 
recommendations contained in the annex to resolution 259(IX) of the Economic 
and Social Council on 9 August 19^9, vith special attention tQ paragraph '2 of 
Section 工 relating to greater concentration of effort and available resources". 
The annex referred to is the operative part of the report of the Co-ordination С 
Committee of ECOSOC, to be found on page 68 of the Official Becorto of the 
Economic and Social Council, fourth year, Ninth session.~The report deals with the 
question of co-ordination, and under the heading "Methods of Work", commences 
with the following statement : 

"The Committee recognized that the co-ordination of work programmes was 
the most important^ as veil as the most complex, aspect of the task 
laid down upon the Council Ъу Articles 63 and 6k of the Charter^ and 
found that the manner of approaching this task was not yet fully-
satisfactory. 

In the social and economic fie Ids ̂  co-ordination is a continuing 
and long-term undertaking of vhich the results will gradually become 
apparent as international organizations become accustomed to working 
together towards predetermined goals^ under the guidance of the Council 
and the General Assembly. In that endeavour the Council and the General 
Assembly will require all possible support from governments, particularly 
Ъу the effective co-ordination of their policies at the various 
international meetings..." — 

In the report of the Eleventh Session of the Economic and Social Council held 
in August I95O, (page 103, paragraph 389) the following statement is included under 
the heading "Programme Co-ordination": 

Page numbers are those of the mimeographed draft report. 
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questions of programme co-ordination the Council at its Eleventh 
Session underlined the-importance of co-ordinating programmes vhile 
they were still in 'the^lanning stage.. ,

fl

 ,'.、:
:

)、::
:
.::.: 

• :•、- • • ‘ : ‘ •‘ • .. (： ' • . ' , • • ; ^ ... - , , '
 / f
 ' • • ‘‘ 

On page 108 of that report^, under the heading "Report of the World Éèalth 

Organization", therë is to Ъе found the. followinc statement: ^ •.、 
. . • ：• - . ' '. .. • . : ‘-г ». 

"During the discussion members generally paid .tribute to WHO for 
its contribution towards meeting some of the most critical health

 v 

needs of the world and for its realistic and -re.sional approach to 
the world' health problems. 

"Approval was particularly.given to the achievement of the Organization 
in its campaign against epidemic diseases

;
 its advisory social services 

and its training and fellowship programmes. Favourable comments were 
also made on the Organization^ capacity for co-operation with other 
international organizations, in particular its co-operation with UNICEF 
in improving the health of children^ with FAO on nutrition problems 
and combating malaria^ and with- UNESCO on the development of primary 
education. " . . 、..？，•. 

. ‘ • • , • 
The General Assembly of the United Nations at its last session adopted a 

resolution (document A/C.2 & J/L.JI) which referred to its resolution 310(IV), 
•tôpk note of the report of the Economic and Social Council at its Eleventh 
Session and，，intèr alia, urged. "that the efforts which are being made to ensure 
the fullest co-ordination of the programmes and activities of the United Nations 
and specialized agencie.s be vigorously pursued." 

At the same session of the General Assembly of the United Nations a resolution 
was adopted (document A/1587), in which it requested specialized agencies^ inter 
alia, to provide in their regular budget documents information concerning the 
estimates for.expenditure of technical assistance funds

}
 as well as other extra-

budgetary funds. 

In considering the implications of all these resolutions, we also were bound 
to 'take' into, consideration the. provisions, of Chapter 2 of "the .Constitution, which 
includes as one of the functions of 七he Organization "to act as- the directing and 
co-ordinating authority on international health work"-. This is confirmed in 
Article 7 of the Agreement between the United Nations and the World Health 
Organization， (resolution WHA5;107) which, inter alia

;
 invited the Director-

General "insofar as possible to develop a uniform systen\ of programme .and budget 
justification for each project proposed/

1

. We had also .to bear ih mind the 
provisions of lesolution ЕВб R .20 adopted Ъу. the Executive Board at its Sixth 
Session, in which it established certain main principles and, in particular, 
requested regional schedules indicating as far as possible "field activities 

by countries". : ’ 
• v . . . . . . 

In. formulating our programme 
by resolution adopted by 

and budget estimates fot 19^2/ лте v^re 
the Economic and Social, Council at its 

guided 
Ninth 
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• . . . . . :’‘••..:.;, . 
- - ,• • . i . ； • ,' ' • •‘-

Session^ .dealing with the expsindeci -programmfe of technical assistance • far" ёсonomiс 
development of under-'áeveloped. coiii^rieS^.and by- the observations and guiding 
principles forming Annex 工 of that resolution^, vith specific reference to the. 
sections dealing with "Co-ordinati-op.. oí Effort" and "Concentration and Economy". 

' ： 4 ,
 :

 ... - : . . . . . . . . .:.-•‘•'‘： 
Under "Co-ordination of Effort" the following paragraphs are included^ 

,• . •. • 、 . . . . . . ，、...•，..•••、 - ‘ •‘ . 

"The .pro je et s. • f aZLdng ' within- the compétence of part i cipat ing ' organizat ions 
to Ъе- carried, .out,.byliiea厂 and the co-ordination of their work, should Ъе 
effected with due regard to their Constitutions and the'relations .. 
established between, them,. 

：："Kie work undertaken by the .participating organizations under the ‘ 
e^pa^ded technical assistance programme should be such as to be 
suit^ble、.io:r. i:ategrat.ion wi.th their normal work. ,.. 

• • . f" , ' •! » ， 、 •‘ • « . . J. .. - -л -' •  1 ' • • . . . . . . . •• . r 

Ar3?angements should- Ъе made for requests for assistance within the. 
sphere of; two：' or. more .organizations to be handled jointly by the ./'： ,；,' , 
organizations concerned s and there should be co-ordination amon^ the ... 
participating organizations at the plaiming level before commitments 
:Ъу Шещ. ： entered into' with gbvernmënts

 e

 n

 ‘ . 

,：‘ ч.：,；-：.:二；-, : • . • ... .. ... . - • ,
 :

-.、_.-- • • •‘' ‘ 、 Л • •,.:• 
Цпйег "Concentration and Economy" the ‘ following is -stated: • 

» • • . . • « • i ., V . . • • . - - _ “ . . r ‘ ‘ . • , • ‘ ; . ; . - ... .. ； : .. • . . v.. * • 

."Within.;the wide rangé of activities envisaged^ the participating
 :

:.... -"；. 
organizations should practise,, e'specially at- the ' initial stages of ' 
their programmes, co-ordination of effort and economy^ The‘participating 
•organizations should also ensure the fullest use of any existing 
facilities.. " .. : . . 

...In considering the, instructions of thé" Economic and Social Council ¿.. its . 
Ninth Session that "the projects falling within the competence of participating 
organizations' should Ъе carried out Ъу them and the co-ordination of their work 
should ,be effected, with due.regard to their constitutions.and the relations 
established between them1’， we. were guided Ъу Article 1 of the Agreement between 
.the United Nations and thé World' Health Organization^ which- reads :‘ 

• ' , . * 
- . . - . 

"The United Nations recognizes the World Health. Organization as the 
-specialized agency responsible fsr'taking such action as may be appropriate 
under the ..Constitution for the accomplishment of the .objectives set forth 
therein. " . . . . ' ' "

;

 ’「.：.. 
’ ‘ . . . . . . . “••'.• : • • • • ‘ ’ . -

We vere also guided Ъу the principles governing "the co-operative relationship 
between WHO as the United Nations ...specialized agency recognized as the

:

 directing 
and co-ordinating authority on international health vork； and. UNICEF/ with" regard 
both to health programmes approved by the Joint Committee•on Health Pqlicy. and 
any nev health programmes which may be developed for its considération," which 
were adopted by the- third session of. the Joint CortmitteV "on Health Policy UNICEF/WHO, 
approved by the Second World Health Assembly in resolution UÏÏA2.2扛 and reaffirmed 
by the Third World Health Assembly in resolution WEA3.if-6. 
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In my introductory statement to the •'.jnmittee^ 工 have already referred to the 
fact that UNICEF nov plays an ir.nc-rtant role in international health activities 
and that inevitably this lays hea^ry responsibilities and requirements on the 
World Health Organizatioii。 Thü functions of both these organizations in relation 
to international health problems have Ъееп defined in thQ principles governing 
the co-operative relationships between the tvo agencies少 and particularly in 
paragraphs (b) and (d), which read; 

"The Direсtor-General of the World Health Organization will study 
and approve plans of operations for all health programmes vhich fall 
within the policy laid down by the JHPC and for vhlch countries may 
request supplies from UlIICEITn “ and 

"UNICEF
1

 s role in health programmes ir^ in accordance vith its Charter^ 
to furnish under its agreements vith governments, the required supplies 
and services^, and through its staff to t/oserve that the principios of 
the Executive Board are maintained in tiicir iit;Llization

0
 " 

In order to carry out the various instructions referred to above and to 
recognize the petition of the Ws-'rlu. Health Organization as 竺—Hggg^y^^^gjj^ 
co-ordinating authority on 1 n t e m a t 1 onal_liealthjj^rk^ ve have prepared an 
integrated health programme and ljudget fox 1952 indicating, the estimated source 
of fluids. It is emphasized that this presentation only includes the health 
aspects of UNICEF programmes and doc、net include any other prograimne s vhich that 
organization may wish to implement » ït should Ъе understood that this is not 
UNICEF

1

 s budget and it cannot Ъе assumed to prejudge in any way vhat action 
UNICEF will take， either currently or in the future. 

Before the programme and ludget estimates for 1952 vere prepared, discussions 
were held vith UNICEF at its regional and headquarters offices concerning health 
programmes for b n o Ш Ш ^ Executive Board had not yet made firm allocations. 
Tentative clearance was obtained concerning the trypes o± programmes for vhich 
UNICEF mighty at the request of governments and with the technical approval of 
WHO； furnish supplies. During this session of the committee, at our invitation, 
a senior representative of Ш1ТЕГ headquart'-'rs came to Geneva and in consultation 
vith regional directors and heaiquartors staff proposed certain adjustments vhich 
will Ъе reflected in the printed version of the Director-General

J

s programme and 
budget for 1952. In agreement vith the committee and vith the representative of 
U N I C E F a m o u n t s indicated in the UNICEF column vill be printed in different type 
and，where they have not yet been submitted to the UNICES Executive Board for 
consideration, they .will Ъе marked with an asterisk. These amounts reflect 
projects lihich WIIOc at the req lest of governments. hopes to sponsor and for which 
it is understood goyermnento "will request supplies and equipment from UITl'CEF. It 
is emphasized^ hovever^ that this presentation should not be considered as all-
inclusive nor should it Ъе considered that all the.,e projects .will be carried 
out. Each individual project will Ъе subject "Co careful planning in tho field Ъу 
the two organizations. and also t technical appxoval by the World Health Organizatior, 
and the decisions of the UNICJïïF Executive Bonrd

e 
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To simimarize； therefore, the main reasons for presenting an integrated 
international health programme in the prosramne and budget for 1952 are to carry 
out the principles contained in resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly, 
the Economic and Social Council, the Health Assembly and the Executive Board； in 
the light of Article 2 of the Constitution of the Organization and Article 1 of 
the Agreement between the United Nations and the World Health Organization, and 
to indicate to the Executive Board and the Health Assembly the increasing 
technical responsibility which the World Health Organization inevitably must 
continue to assume-


